Cerebral perfusion computed tomography (CT) has been widespread, but abdominal perfusion CT has not been very popular because there has been a problem with regard to the limit of irradiation range and respiratory effects. Recently, it became easy to perform perfusion of abdominal organs because the use of multi detector row CT (MDCT) has been extensive. Along with it, the number of hospitals that perform liver perfusion CT has increased. However, patient dose of the liver perfusion CT is very high, making it very important to reduce patient dose. We created the virtual data that reduced the number of irradiation by partly reducing the data obtained on the liver perfusion CT. We compared the analysis results of all data with that of the partly reduced. It is possible to reduce the patient dose by reducing the number of irradiation because there was no significant difference in the analysis results.
The odd data was prepared by removing the data of the even numbers from the data of the original protocol, leaving the data of the odd numbers.
The gray-bar itself shows that we irradiated for 1.5 s. It was the intermittent data at 1.5 s-intervals from 0 s to 40 s, was the intermittent data at 3 s-intervals after 38.5 s. The odd data is similar to the data of the original protocol with the number of irradiation virtually reduced to half. Fig. 3 Phase time of the even data. The even data was prepared by removing the data of the odd numbers from the data of the original protocol, leaving the data of the even numbers.
The gray-bar itself shows that we irradiated for 1.5 s. It was the intermittent data at 1.5 s-intervals from 0 s to 40 s, was the intermittent data at 3secintervals after 40 s. The even data is similar to the data of the original protocol with the number of irradiation virtually reduced to half. The part data was prepared by removing any other data apart from the data of the original protocol, leaving the data of the maximum and the maximum slope portion of the aorta and the portal vein. The gray-bar itself shows that we irradiated for 1.5 s. The part data is similar to the data of the original protocol with a part of the number of irradiation virtually reduced. Although these images were observed with a slight difference, odd data, even data, and part data were similar to all data in ALP, PVP, and HPI. These images show one of the 5 cases in which the result of the analysis had great differences in 4 kinds of data. Although the differences in PVP of 4 kinds of data were not significant, odd data and even data were significantly different from all data in ALP and HPI. Part data was similar to all data in ALP, PVP, and HPI. We set arbitrary region of interest (ROIs) in the right liver and the left liver in the analysis images of Fig.7 . The perfusion values of ALP, PVP, and HPI were obtained by measuring three times. ROI's SD was obtained when measuring perfusion values. There was no statistically significant difference except in the PVP of odd data and even data. We set arbitrary region of interest (ROIs) in the right liver and the left liver in the analysis images of Fig. 8 . The perfusion values of ALP, PVP, and HPI were obtained by measuring three times. ROI's SD was obtained when measuring perfusion values. There was a statistically significant difference except in the Part data of the right liver. These curves show one of the 5 cases in which the result of the analysis had great differences in 4 kinds of data. There was a slight difference in the shape of TDC in 4 kinds of data. Although part data was similar to all data in the maximum and the maximum slope part, the maximum of half data was smaller than that of all data. Also, the maximum slope part of half data was more gradual than that of all data. These curves show one of the 5 cases in which the result of the analysis had great differences in 4 kinds of data. There was a slight difference in the shape of TDC in 4 kinds of data. Although part data was similar to all data in the maximum and the maximum slope part, the maximum of even data was smaller than that of all data. Also, the maximum slope part of half data was more gradual than that of all data. 
